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This invention relates to mail dispensers for use with 
rural mailboxes. 
The ample proportions of a rural mailbox are a mixed 

blessing. Although they are of su?icient size to accom 
modate all normal articles sent through the mail, these 
deep receptacles make it sometimes quite di?icult to re 
move the mail tossed into them. This is particularly true 
where, as today, many box owners drive to their box 
location and remove the mail from the box while remain 
ing in their car. Not only is it a long reach to the back 
of the mailbox, but there is always the danger of the car 
rolling away and injuring the arm reaching ‘for the mail. 
There is therefore a need for a device which will facili 
tate the removal of mail from these mailboxes. 

I have now devised a mail dispenser which meets this 
need and which, in addition, can be readily installed in 
the mailboxes now in use. The mail dispenser of my 
invention comprises a substantially ?at base platform and 
a substantially ?at sliding platform supported thereon. 
The base platform is of such length and width as to ?t 
within the mailbox. Thus, these dimensions must not 
exceed the length and width of the mailbox. The longi 
tudinal sides of the base platform are provided with raised 
and inwardly projecting ?ange members. The sliding 
platform has a length not exceeding the length of the 
mailbox and has a width less than that of the base plat 
form so that it may be positioned on top of the base 
platform in sliding engagement with the ?ange members 
of the latter. One end of the sliding platform is pro 
vided with an upright mail-retention wall and the other is 
advantageously provided with a handle member. 
These and other novel features of the mail dispenser of 

my invention will be more fully understood iby reference 
to the accompanying drawings in which- 

Fig. 1 is a broken perspective view of the base plat 
form of my mail dispenser; 

Fig. 2 is a broken perspective view of the sliding plat 
form of the dispenser; 

Fig. 3 is a broken perspective view of the assembled 
mail dispenser; and 

Fig. 4 is a front end view of another structural modi 
?cation of the dispenser. 
The mail dispenser of my invention may be readily 

fabricated from sheet metal, and for this reason the dis 
penser shown in Figs. 1 through 3 is provided with struc 
tural features amenable to stamping from sheet metal. 
The base platform 9 shown in Fig. 1 comprises a sub 
stantially ?at body portion 10 having a length slightly 
less than the length of the mailbox in which it is to be 
installed. The major portion of each longitudinal side 
of the base platform is bent upwardly and inwardly to 
ward the other so as to de?ne raised and inwardly pro 
jecting ?ange members 11. It will be understood, how 
ever, that such ?ange members may be provided on the 
sliding platform instead of on the base platform. The 
terminal portions of the longitudinal sides of the ‘base 
platform 9 are advantageously left ?at so as to provide 
laterally projecting cars 12 having a transverse span sub 
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2 
stantially equal to or slightly greater than the inner width 
of the mailbox. The central portion of each longitudinal 
side of the base platform is advantageously raised verti 
cally, but not bent inwardly, so as to provide upright stops 
or lugs 13. 
The sliding platform shown in Fig. 2 comprises a sub 

stantially ?at body portion 14 having a length not ex 
ceeding the length of the interior of the mailbox and 
having a width slightly less than the width of the base 
platform 9 between the upright wall portions of the ?ange 
members 11. At one end of the body portion 14 there is 
provided an upstanding wall 15 having a width less than 
the distance between the innermost edges of the ?ange 
members 11 on the base platform 9. The lateral edges 
of the upstanding wall 15 ‘are advantageously provided 
with outwardly extending lugs 16 whoselmaximum span 
is at least as great as the distance between the two up 
standing stops 13 poistioned near the central portion of 
the base platform 9. The other end of the sliding plat 
form 14 is provided with a handle member 17 such, for 
example, as an upwardly bent tab of the sheet metal 
from which the platform is made. 
The complete assembly of these two main parts of my 

mail dispenser is shown in Fig. 3. T 0 effect this ‘assembly, 
the forward ‘end of the sliding platform 14 shown in 
Fig. 2 is positioned on top of the rearward end of the 
?at base platform 9 shown in Fig. 1. The sliding plat 
form 14 is then moved forward with its lateral edges under 
the ?ange members 11 of the base platform. When the 
sliding platform 14 has been advanced to a position sub— 

lC€ 

stantially coextensive with the base platform 9, there 
will result a mail dispenser which can be readily mounted 
in operative position within a conventional rural mail 
box 18. Inasmuch as these mailboxes are generally pro 
vided with an inwardly projecting ?ange 19 around their 
front end, the eifective width of the resulting opening at 
the front of the mailbox is less than its internal. width. 
Thus, by tilting my mail dispenser about its longitudinal 
axis so that one side is higher than the other, the entire 
assembly will readily enter the front of the mailbox 
so that it can be completely inserted within the interior 
of the box. After the dispenser assembly has been posi 
tioned within the box, it is lowered into horizontal posi 
tion resting on the bottom of the mailbox. .Inasmuch 
as the span of the front cars 12 on the base platform 9 
is greater than the front opening of the mailbox between 
its front ?anges 19, the base platform will remain in posi 
tion within the box. I have also found it vadvantageous 
to make the span of the two pairs of cars 12 at the front 
and rear ends of the base platform slightly greater than 
the interior width of the mailbox so that some pressure 
must be exerted to force the base platform down into its 
horizontal position against the bottom of the ibox. The 
resulting force-?t between the ears 12 and the sidewalls 
of the box will thus effectively lock the base platform in 
operative position so that it will resist any tendency for 
the rearward end of the base platform to tilt upwardly 
when the sliding platform is pulled forward. 

In its mail-receiving position within a mailbox, the 
sliding platform 14 is directly above and generally in 
registry with the base platform 9. In this position, the 
upright wall at the rear of the sliding platform 14 forms 
a false rear wall for the mailbox. When the box user 
opens the front door of the mailbox, the sliding plat 
form 14 may be readily pulled forward by means of the 
handle member 17. If the dispenser is provided with the 
steps 13 and the projecting lugs 16 described hereinbe 
fore, or with any other equivalent motion-limiting de 
vice, the sliding platform will come forward only as far 
as these limiting devices permit. This limited outward 
movement of the sliding platform, if provided, is never 
theless suf?eient to bring all mail within easy reach from 
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the front of the box without excessive outward projec 
tion of the forward end of the sliding platform. After 
the mail has been removed from the sliding platform, the 
platform is then pushed back into its mail-receiving posi-' 
tion, and the front ‘door of the mailbox is closed. 
The modi?cation of my mail dispenser shown in Fig. 

-4 is substantially the same ‘as that shown in Figs. 1 
through 3 except that the shape of the lateral flange mem 
bers 11" on the ?at base platform 9 is such that this plat 
form may be constructed of plastic- orrthe like.‘ It will 10 
alsobe noted that the sliding platform 14 in Fig. 4 is pro- > 
vided with an advantageous strengthening element in the 
form of longitudinal ribs 20’. As shown in Fig. 4, these 
ribs may project below the lower surface of the slid 
ing platform 14, in which case the ribs 20' may also ‘func 15 
tion as slide runners, or, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the ' 
ribs 20 may be struck up above the upper surface of the 
sliding platform 14. The resulting combination of ' 
?anges 11 on the base platform 9 and the ribs 20’v on t 
the sliding platform 14 imparts a high degree of strength 
and rigidity to the elements of my mail dispenser and 
thus permits fabrication of the dispenser from light gage 
sheet metal, plastic, or other construction material. 

It will be readily appreciated, accordingly, that the mail 
dispenser of my invention can be installed without the 
use of any tools in any standard rural mailbox. The 
simplicity of this structure is such that it may be stamped 
and formed. from sheet metal, yet its structure is such 
that it will remain in its ?xed position within the mail 
box and will not tilt forward when the mail is pulled for 
Ward to within easy reach. Thus, by the use of my novel 
mail dispenser all rural mailboxes may be readily con 
verted to a form from which mail may be removed with 
the minimum of effort and with greater safety than has 
been possible heretofore. ‘ p 

I claim: 
1. A mail dispenser assembly adapted to be inserted 

cater-cornered through ‘the doorway of a rural mail boxv 
and to be thereafter secured in ?xed operative position 
therein ‘by being pressed downwardly to a horizontal posi 
tion adjacent the floor of the mail box, said dispenser as 
sembly comprising a substantially ?at base platform and 
a substantially ?at sliding platform, the ‘base platform 
having a length and width approaching but not exceeding 
the interior length and width respectively of the mail box, 
the longitudinal sides of the base platform being pro 
vided with raised and inwardly projecting ?ange mem 
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ears the extremities of which span a distance slightly 
greater than the interior width of the mail box, the slid» 
ing platform having a length not exceeding the interior 
length of the mail box and a Width slightly less than 
that of the base platform, one ‘end of the sliding plat 
form being provided with an upright mail-retention wall 
and the other end being provided with a handle member, 
the sliding platform being positioned on top of the base 
platform in sliding engagement with the ?ange members 
thereof. 

2. A mail dispenser assembly adapted to be inserted 
cater-cornered through the doorway of a rural mail box 
and to be thereafter secured in ?xed operative position 
therein by being pressed downwardly to a horizontal posi 
tion adjacent the floor of the mail box, said dispenser 
assembly comprising a substantially ?at base platform 
and a substantially ?at sliding platform, the base plat 
form having a length and width not exceeding the in 
terior length and width respectively of the mail box, the 
longitudinal sides of one of said platforms being pro 
vided with ?ange members projecting substantially per 
pendicular to the plane of said platform‘ and thence in 
wardly toward one another, the other platform having a 
length not exceeding the interior length of the mail box 
and a width slightly less. than the distance spanning the 
perpendicular portions of the ?ange members, one end 
of the sliding platform being provided with an upright 
mail-retention wall. and the other end being provided 
with a handle member, the sliding platform being posi 
tioned on top “of the base platform in sliding engagement 
therewith by the sliding engagement of the flanges of one 
platform with the lateraledges of the other platform, the 
base platform being provided with positioning means 
adapted to maintain said platform in ?xed position within 
the interior of the mail box when the dispenser assembly 
is pressed into a horizontal position adjacent the ?oor 
of themail box after being inserted therein. 
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